In this paper we demonstrate that a quantum-like interference pattern could appear as a statistical effect of interference of deterministic particles, i.e. particles that have trajectories and obey deterministic dynamical equations, if one introduces a discrete time. The nature of the resulting interference picture does not follow from the geometry of force field, but is strongly attached to the time discreetness parameter.
Introduction
Recently it was suggested in [1] that the quantum mechanical interference rules can be explained using the contextual transformations.
In this paper we study the deterministic model for scattering of charged particles on the charged screen with a single slit. The resulting interference picture has a nontrivial minimum-maximum distribution. This interference picture has no relation to 'self-interference' of particles, no wave-structure is involved into considerations. The basic source of interference is the discrete time scale used in our mathematical model: instead of Newton's differential equations, continuous time evolution, we consider difference equations, discrete time evolution. Interference effect disappears as the time discreetness parameter goes to zero that could be interpreted as an analog of quantum decoherence.
Basic Steps of the Approach
According to the principles of quantum mechanics in order to compute measurable quantities, in the simplest case, one has to perform the following steps. First, the form of classical and quantum equations of motion remains the same, although the canonical variables are now noncommutative, i.e. operators. Second, one has to add to initial conditions the initial value of the commutators of canonical variables, like [x(0),p(0)] = i . At the last step one says that measurable quantities are eigenvalues of canonical variables. Here the second step introduces the Plank's constant which distinguishes classical and quantum worlds. The noncommutative property of canonical variables is the root of the fact that quantum particles can not have trajectories and the introduction of quantum state implies the nondeterministic behavior of quantum systems.
In this note we tried to achieve the same results for measurable quantities but trying to keep trajectories and deterministic behavior of particles. We follow steps similar to the above ones, but we keep the measurable quantities be the real functions. Although we have to introduce the parameter of time discreetness τ which is described below. We start from classical equations of motion with discreet time and postulate the canonical variables to be measurable.
Discrete Time Dynamics
In both classical and quantum mechanics the dynamical function A = A(p, q) evolves according to the following equation well known
where H = H(p, q) is the Hamiltonian of the system and in the right hand side is a Poisson bracket, either classical or quantum.
Poisson bracket in classical mechanics could be presented as
in quantum mechanics it is a commutator
In both classical and quantum dynamics the left hand side of (1) is the same, it contains a continuous time derivative
As it was mentioned in the previous section we are interested in construction dynamics with discrete time. This is done with the help of 'discrete derivative' which is postulated to be
where τ is the discreteness parameter. This parameter is finite and is treated in the same way as Plank constant in quantum mechanical formalism. In particular if τ is small relative to dimentions of the system then classical approximation with continuous derivative should work well (although this could not be the case all the time in the same sense as there are examples when quantum formalism is reasonable even for macroscopic systems, for example in superfluidity). The discrete time dynamical equation is postulated to be
where A(p, q) is a real-valued function of real-valued dynamical variables and in the right hand side there is the classical Poisson bracket (see (2)). Please note that in our model the coordinate space is left continuous, although it would be interesting to consider it on the discrete coordinate space, i.e. on the lattice.
Discrete Time in Newton's Equations
In this section we provide an intuitive description of the discretization procedure described above.
Consider the well known Newton's equation
This equation gives the same dynamics as (1)- (2). Let us now modify this equation, introducing the time discreetness parameter τ .
Let us rewrite the second order differential equation (4) as a system of first order differential equations, we have
In the system (5) the derivatives assume the continuousness of time. Let us now introduce a discreetness parameter τ . We have
In the limit of τ → 0 (6) is equivalent to (4) and (5). Now let us rewrite the system (6) in a directly computable way
where F = F (r(t), v(t), t). We consider a scattering on the single slit (Fig.1) . Uniformly charged round particles are emitted at point e (emitter) with fixed velocity with angles evenly distributed in the range (−π/2, π/2). Each particle interacts with the uniformly charged flat screen S 1 . The charge distribution on the particle and the screen stays unchanged even if the particle comes close to the screen. Physically this is a good approximation when the particle and the screen are both made of dielectric. There is a rectangular slit in the screen (on the Fig.1 the slit is perpendicular to the plane of the picture). Particles pass through the slit in screen S 1 and gather on screen S 2 . We are interested in the particle distribution on the second screen. Now let us write the laws of motion for the particles. The force affecting the particle is given by the Coulomb's law
where r ′ is a vector from an element on the screen to the particle, q is charge of the particle, σ is charge density on the screen, i.e. charge of a unit square.
We integrate over the surface of the screen, the integration region D i is plane of the screen except the split.
Projecting equation (8) to xy-plane, where x and y denotes horizontal and vertical coordinates of the particle respectively we get
where 2R is the height of the slit, F x and F y denote the projections of the force F to x and y axes, and the integration region
Integrating the rhs of (9) we get
We take the following initial values
where angle α is a random variable uniformly distributed in [0, 2π). The constant parameters v 0 and D are initial velocity and distance between emitter and the screen. Particles are emitted at point e (see Fig.1 ), move obeying affected by force (11) pass through slit in the screen S 1 and gather on the screen S 2 . Having points where particles hit the screen S 2 we compute frequencies with which particles appear on screen S 2 as a function of coordinates on the screen, we call this function a particle distribution. We are interested in computing the particle distribution over a vertical line on screen S 2 with z = 0. That is why we consider a motion only in the xy-plane and initial values (12) do not contain z-coordinate. The second screen was separated with cells of equal size, the diameter of a particle. The number of particles which hit into each cell was calculated and interpreted as a particle distribution.
It is also interesting to consider an experiment with the constant force with a jump. Such force field could be produced by a uniformly charged screen without holes. Such field gives much simpler resulting picture and could be considered as an approximation model.
We have performed numerical simulation for this experiment. The results are provided on Fig.2 . We see that the interference pattern is very near to ones obtained in well-known electron scattering experiments and other experiments with micro-particles.
Here we provide a Mathematica program for computation of the histogram. Please note that although this program is approximately 10 3 times slower than a more powerful parallel C++ program which we used to actually produce Fig.2 is reproduces the same results and could be seen as a detailed description of the numerical experiment which was performed as a demonstration of the concept. 
